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Introduction  

 

Maco or “MAC” Coin is an ERC 20 utility token that operates on 

the Ethereum Network blockchain. The team chose to use the 

ERC20 standard given its simplicity and proven track record in 

conjunction with one of the world’s most widely used and 

accepted block chains.  

 

Team MAC doesn’t believe in holding an ICO due to the inherent 

inequality that these bring, necessitating users to transact with 

much higher fees to ensure their transfer is picked up in the 

network block over too short a period of time. Often, ICOs sell 

out in less than 30 minutes on the Ethereum network, leading to 

this upward fee pressure, which is not the style of offering, or 

growth that team MAC wants to model our community around.  

 

MAC believes that financial independence can be achieved 

through a genuine product people will seek through initial 

adaptability, long-term usage, and custom marketing 

campaigns. We at team MAC want to be a startup with 

achievable “’product market fit’ - meaning we develop a real 

product and service, which will attract supportive and 

experienced buyers once trust has been established. We will 

assume initial risk and be ready for product launch, which allows 

us to prove worth to buyers as well as build a foundation of 

community support prior to any uncertainty in the offering.  

 

Team MAC’s vision is to operate two related companies, 

MacArcade and MacoCoin. Both companies will be 
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complimentary of each other’s future growth and development. 

This will be measured, evaluated and steered by team MAC with 

the underlying goal to provide a world class entertainment 

platform and stored value with continuous upward pressure. 

 

MacArcade: an online gaming centre that will host multiplayer 

classic games where you wager cryptocurrency, gradually 

introducing other popular head-to-head games.  

Back to the large-scale marketing campaigns. This marketing 

component of Maco is a natural tie-in to the gaming platform 

and growth of our coin. As we will create partnerships with 

lottery-style games and coin-based campaigns. These 

partnerships will help build a worldwide community network of 

like-minded initiatives and support structures. Team MAC will 

launch the marketing branch through initiatives on the 

MacArcade platform using the following techniques: 

 

- Broad-based customer segmentation followed by demographic 

analysis; 

 

- Resulting targeted Ad campaign on that specific demographics 

social media and most commonly visited websites;   

 

- Campaign focusing on helping people know what it is we do 

and who we do it for (gaming centres/tokens/exchanges) in 

order to go beyond simply brand awareness (which will of course 

still be required to kick off our initial stages of marketing); 
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- Ad campaigns structured around efficiency whereby ads are 
targeted to tight demographics, and in order to break through 
the noise, we will develop ‘in-your-face’ and unique 
approaches. For example, team MACO will run in-person live 
events to drive website usage and adoption.  
 

MacArcade will accept multiple cryptocurrencies and Maco Coin. 

MacArcade will profit 10% total through user exchange fees and 

game fees (2.5 % deposit, 5% game, 2.5% withdrawal). Deposit 

and withdrawal fees will be waived if users transact in Maco 

Coins.  

 

MacArcade profits, earned through player use, partnership 

allotments and advertising income throughout our campaign will 

be invested into Maco Coin. These coins will be owned by 

MacArcade and removed from circulation, thus ensuring 

guaranteed value and attractiveness to buyers of Maco Coin.  

These Maco Coins shall only be re-introduced to circulation if 

MacArcade user chooses Maco Coin as an option of payout.  

 

Maco Coin Buyers 

Buyers of the Maco Coin (utility token) will be the heart and soul 

of team Mac and will always be at the forefront of decision 

making. Transparency and continuous updates are the key to 

maintaining credibility and Team MAC will be diligent with 

maintaining these key beliefs at all times with buyers.  

 

The CEO and Developer of Maco Token will provide continuous 

updates in order to maintain transparency. Team MAC will 
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deliver hard factual updates, not potential promises, for 

example exchange announcements will not be announced until 

the token is trading on the exchange. The following outlets will 

be available to buyers for updates (Facebook, Twitter, 

Telegram, Youtube, Maco website) 

 

 

Tokens 

1,000,000,000 Tokens have been created  

 

5,000,000 will be used for marketing issue  

 

5,000,000 will be held by the MAC Team  

Since no ICO is being held the tokens will be distributed in 10 

rounds as a Sell order sale by Maco via exchanges  

 

Maco Token is a zero Decimal place token meaning that the 

purchase of an entire token the only option for buyers. It is 

simple and it assures buyers our token has been designed as a 

utility token and with stored value potential. This will also help 

us achieve our distribution goals.  

 

The ERC20 Standard is verified and the source code link can be 

found on our website @ www.Macocoin.com 

Maco Coin will go live at the same time as MacArcade (June 

2018)  

http://www.macocoin.com/
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Risks 

The purchase of MAC carries with it significant risks. Purchasers 
and fund managers are exposed to the following risks: inherent 
market risk, liquidity risk, technological risk, loss risk, theft risk, 
regulatory risk, miscomprehension risk. By sending 
cryptocurrency in exchange for Maco tokens the purchaser 
agrees that he or she understands and accepts these risks and 
potential losses of all funds without a possibility to restore. 
Fund managers do not hold any risks except for risk of 
Losing personal investments. For security reasons, fund 
managers reserve the right not to disclose information about the 
way of storing crypto-assets, or to change the content of 
information published in the public domain. 
 

The data content of this document is intended for general 
information purposes only and does not constitute solicitation of 
or an offer to purchase any securities. This document should be 
used for general research purposes only. It does not, nor does it 
purport to, constitute any form of professional investment 
advice, recommendation or independent analysis. 
Consequently, the information contained on this document has 
not been prepared in accordance with the relevant rules and 
regulations governing such publications in various jurisdictions. 

 
 
 

 


